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Building collaboration capacity for Horizon Europe

Design, manufacturing and 
integration of customized 
test systems

VTI is a company specialized in the design,
manufacture and integration of test systems at a
global level operating mainly in the following sectors:
automotive, aeronautical, railway and wave
laboratories,

VTI has specialized in the development of test
systems whose novelty, size or performance mark a
milestone in the state of the art.

Its clients include the R&D and testing departments
of large companies, research centers and public
universities both nationally and internationally, but
also small and medium-sized companies with specific
testing needs.

VTI is a high intense knowledge bases SME, with
fifteen employees and having an operating income of
three million euros (2019).

Main concerned parties: Grupo Antolin, Airbus,
Allborg University, CEDEX (Center for Studies and
Experimentation of Public Works),

Additionally, and due to its proximity to the Carlos III
University of Madrid. as it is within the Leganés
Science and Technology Park, which allows to
develop a fluid relationship under the double
perspective research and education, despite of other
types of more traditional relationships that they also
subscribe.

For VTI the university-business relations has to do
with the generation of personal training within the
university environment with researchers and then,
later, engaging the development of projects.

Universidad Carlos III and VIT participate jointly in a
European project for Horizon 2020 (ID: 715 873). VTI
makes contributions of technological support and
complementary research to it..

VTI was founded in 2000 by aeronautics researches
at INTA (Instituto Nacional de Técnica Aeroespacial)
in 2000 to provide specialized support to the R&D
departments of large Spanish companies and
research centers.

The main motivation for launching the company was
to erase the barriers they faced in their projects
execution as consequence of a market gap

In general:

• Platforms, strategies or structures that determine
or are in charge of looking for the needs of the
market, in order to better fit the knowledge of the
university in the companies.

• An activity in the style of "suggestion box" for
SMEs or larger companies to convey their needs
to the university so that their lines of research are
aligned with these problems.

Regard to European projects:

• Human resources to handle the bureaucracy of
participation in European projects.

• Reduce advertising and marketing terms
provided by European funding projects so that
companies and universities take their
participation more seriously.

• Project monitoring strategies (technical audits).
The interviewee mentions the experience of
participating in European projects that have not
come to fruition.

• Policies or control mechanisms from the European
Commission that prevent the abuse of
companies/entities with recurrent carrying out
projects that come to completion but not further
use, transfer or market the technology
developed.

• Categorization of information easily to detect
potential partners

• Transparency policies around European projects
around how the project funding is distributed and
the individual objectives of each participant.

VTI is specialized in those systems that are not
covered by conventional service and need a fully
customized development. Some examples:

FLUBCOM a unique system in the world for the
combined generation of high performance wave.

The combined channel allows the Atmosphere-Ocean
Interaction Section of the CEAMA Environmental
Fluid Dynamics Laboratory in Granada to study the
processes of wave generation and the exchange of
mass and energy between the atmosphere and the
ocean, specifically between the boundaries of the
atmospheric layer (ABL) and oceanic layer (OBL).

TRACK BOX . Integral and Individual actuator high-
precision closed-loop control

The data adquisition system installed in the track box
of the Geotechnical Laboratory of the CEDEX in
Madrid allows to perform on 1: 1 scale fatigue tests
on the components of the superstructure of the rail
(rail-cross ties, ballast), and its infrastructure (sub-
ballast, shape layer, embankment) in which the
passage of millions of axes is simulated. This allows
reproducing the effect of the train passage in real
section for a year in a single week.

WOW, Weight-on-Wheel, is a theoretical-
experimental R&D project for the use of elements
designed to withstand large mechanical loads, bolts
of the landing gear of the A-400M cargo plane, as
sensors to detect a threshold of support on the
ground during the maneuver of landing allowing the
use of air brakes without risk of overturning without
interfering with its initial function.
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NeoSAD: Massive data acquisition system for Turbojet Testing Facility at INTA (Source: VTI). 

“Collaboration projects 
universities  and research centres
contribute a to develop 
hardware for the company”.
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Key success factors

Networks

Joining experiences and knowledge in common spaces or platforms.

For VTI, the main drivers for UBC are:

• “knowledge”, either because the HEI and RC have
very specific and precise knowledge about a
certain line of development or because of the
complementation of certain processes that the
company or the university cannot cover.

• the networks that these partners provide us.

With regard to European projects:

• the volume of financing that allows to promote
technical issues,

• New opportunities and alliances

In general terms.

• Administrative complexity that is very time
consuming.

• Strategies that focus universities on different
fields of knowledge as many Spanish universities
that work on similar topics or research lines
without coordination among them. Alignment and
synergies would help interaction UBC in more
complex projects.

• The financing model over the subsidy model, in
VTI opinion, reduces opportunities for SMEs.

• Policies tend to prioritize on the marketing of the
company to the detriment of technical
development

Besides the above, regarding European projects:

• The large volume Bureaucracy are the main
problems highlighted by the interviewee

• Difficulties in the formation of consortia, together
with the lack of knowledge about the third parties
that participate in it.

Author: María José Herrero-Villa; Ester Martínez 
Ros; José Luis G. Sacristán. (Uc3m team project)

Interviewee: Maria Vázquez Torres. Director of 
Operations

“There are other effective ways of doing 
things and contribute to the cutting-edge” 

(Andrés Vázquez, VTI founder)

Common goals

Good communication, common understanding and alignment of partners.

Based on trust

Long term partnership are built upon high quality performance, human 
capital and trust.

VTI Multi-directional Wavemaker (Source: VTI)

Seat Belt Anchorage (SBA) Test system: (credit: VIT)
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